Assessing responses to cancer therapy using molecular imaging.
Tumor responses to therapy in the clinic are still evaluated primarily from non-invasive imaging measurements of reductions in tumor size. This approach, however, lacks sensitivity and can only give a delayed indication of a positive response to treatment. Major advances in our understanding of the molecular mechanisms responsible for cancer, combined with new targeted clinical imaging technologies designed to detect the molecular correlates of disease progression and response to treatment, are set to revolutionize our approach to the detection and treatment of the disease. We describe here the imaging technologies available to image tumor cell proliferation and migration, metabolism, receptor and gene expression, apoptosis and tumor angiogenesis and vascular function, and show how measurements of these parameters can be used to give early indications of positive responses to treatment or to detect drug resistance and/or disease recurrence. Special emphasis has been placed on those applications that are already used in the clinic and those that are likely to translate into clinical application in the near future or whose use in preclinical studies is likely to facilitate translation of new treatments into the clinic.